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From the creators of Make Magazine comes the Maker's Notebook. Put your own ideas, diagrams,

calculations & notes down in these 150 pages of engineering graph paper. We've also included 20

bonus pages of reference material, from useful stuff like electronics symbols, resistor codes,

weights and measures, basic conversions and more, to really useful stuff like the amount of caffeine

in different caffeinated beverages and how to say "Hello, World!" in various computer languages.

The covers of this hardcover book are printed in cyan "Maker" blue with a white grid embossed front

and back. Grab one today! The Maker's Notebook features include:1/8" engineering graph

paper.Pages are numbered.Every page has a blank heading to list project name, date, sign or note,

and a place to link project/related pages ("From Page___, to Page___).Two-page ruled Table of

Contents.A pocket in the back, with 2 sheets of stickers.This new edition is updated with new and

updated reference material and some new stickers.
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yes, a bit overprized i think. nice to have. but i wish it has a metric grid, usually 5mm and size of a4.

doesnt really fit my needs. i often print out documents, drawings in a4, which do not fit inside. but

nice idea anyway. maybe european version 2? a maker could do his own :) but i bought it to support

the idea and project.

I'm not much of a paper person, but this book has changed my ways. A mechanical pencil is a great



addition to this book as you can secure it using the red elastic that's used to keep the book closed. I

find myself taking all kinds of notes in the book and taking it with me on the weekend to the

hardware and electronics store. Stickers are a plus. Hardcover is sturdy without making it weigh

much. There is also a pouch on the back page which I use to store a small ruler.It's become my own

personal reference library for circuits, diagrams, pinouts, and measurements.

I like the size of the notebook, the quality of the materials - the cover as well as the paper. The

numbered pages and grid ruling are the format that I prefer.

Love the stickers, wish they sold extras.

Pretty pricy for a notebook but buy this for the reference at the back.

Also loved the stickers, wish they sold extras.
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